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About This Game

Caligo is a small atmospheric walking simulator. It's an interactive story where you mainly have to look and listen.

Caligo is the darkness everyone descends into one way or another, and to each of us it's something different. For some it's a
short but exciting adventure, some will see it as a place to relax. Yet others will be reminded of their worst nightmare, while for

a few, it might come as a revelation. One thing is certain however: everyone will have to answer one big question.

What you'll find there:
- Various characters - each will have their own connection to the story

- Unusual settings, each with its own unique atmosphere
- 100% voiced dialogs which actually make sense and which will eventually form the full story of the protagonist

- A choice that'll help understand yourself better
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The absolute bare bones of an experience are here.

The shooting is alright. There are "power-up" weapons with limited ammo you pick up. They are okay, maybe even kinda cool.
The movement feels slow, but that's mostly an issue when you are running around cleared rooms etc. During combat it works.

As you clear rooms, more enemies start appearing. A bit too many actually. You can get into a situation where there is a horde
after you and unless you get lucky with a weapon drop, you're going to take a hit (because you can't kill them fast enough and
there is no way to kite them).

That's it. The only additional mechanic is picking money to buy a chest for an item. I don't know the extent, but in my last run I
got two chests. One had a map...the other just had blue tokens (that I believe are used to power items, that I didn't have). After
you beat the boss, you get whisked to...a coming soon screen.

There isn't enough here, what is here is kinda boring, and there are bugs. Many of them are just visual, but they are distracting.
Come on dev, I believe in you.. Pure thrash... Not even worth 5$.. I think I first played this game on CD though I wouldn't be
surprised if it was on 3.5 inch floppy. I loved it thenm and I love it now. it's a simple game, with some micro managing for those
of us who love a good micro manage, and you can either play the avid conqueror or the 'imma hold up in this castle and ignore
the world' hermit easily. Plus you may learn a thing or two about UK geography. Like the vague location of Lancashire. Though
I'm still not sure about it's relation to the M25.. The funnest gun in the game for 99 Cents? SIgn Me up. Let's take a look at a
simple mission in the open world. You can choose your target to attack, then choose whether to hack into it or damage it (that
takes like two clicks). If you were lucky, you will take victim's money and buy some +stats. Now you may choose your next
target to attack. After a few attacks, everyone attacks you and tear you down. In the single player, there's a little more to do, but
there could be really more content!. Was fun. Odd, and you will crap yourself. At one point a
demon\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665moster thing glitched and got stuck whilst screeching. It was probably begging for
more satan\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 It terrified me. While playing the 2nd time, I ran out of ammo and
just sprinted through 10 levels. Only stopped because the game crashed.

10\/10 would bang again.. Excellent,this DLC is exactly the sort of thing I've always wanted included in Milestones MX
franchise. I expect more of this type of stuff in MXGP Pro!. Respawn and get rocket in my face - done
Respawn and explode by bomb in 5 seconds - done
Almost finished level and get rekt by last little one tank - done

10 rockets out of 10

hard, but fun. The DCS MiG-15bis module comprehensively covers this first-generation jet fighter in an unprecedented level,
from its accurate flight model down to every single flip-switch.

As with any DCS World module, what you get out of it depends on what you put into it. As a newcomer to DCS World,
I\u2019ve gotten a lot of joy out of dogfighting the MiG-15\u2019s counterpart from the Korean War, the F-86 Sabre, where
air combat relied primarily on pilot skill and taking full advantage of the early jet fighters' strengths. With that said,
there\u2019s lot of room for improvement in my dogfighting abilities, but I do feel like I\u2019m improving with experience,
and I\u2019m also looking to delve deeper into MiG-15\u2019s finer details, such as performing a cold startup from memory.

The biggest knock against this module is that it\u2019s very lacking in prebuilt missions and campaigns. It would be really nice
to fly some historical Korean War missions. Perhaps they may show up in a future update or module, but for now, the DCS
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website has some user-created missions and liveries that will adequately hold me over for now.

Aside from its shortcomings, the MiG-15bis is a great module for anyone interested in studying this feared Soviet aircraft. I
highly recommend a HOTAS joystick system and a head-tracking device such as TrackIR.
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Cool game and all though, Playing agaisnt players with silenced gear is no fun,
Information is limited where Silenced players usually leave no trace if you were camera was not the specific place you were
getting shot from,

Will be taking my money back for now, Might buy the game in the future,

Suggestions:
With the small community playing the game, At least set some balancing in terms of equipment,
I just started the game played through some campaing missions then played multiplayer matches where I was matched up with
silvers who had full silenced gear. Feels like the enemy is hacking when he can get his/her soldiers behind my lines in 2 turns,.
Simple and fun. And it looks like Donovan got a bit of his dad's touch too! Kudos.. Fantastic bideo game, endless hours of
galactic conquest in multiple eras thanks to mods. One of the pinnacle's of the LucasArt's Star Wars games..
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Getting 6 characters and new skins and gear a week early is
good but it's definitely not worth this price. Even if we get Mokap as dlc, I'll still be happy since NRS has done a very good job
making the characters in this game.. Absolutely do not recommend.
initial controls for scavenging are asinine and there are just problems with the whole premise.
Siren goes off, time to prep and get the family into the bunker! and it's ONE MANS JOB TO MAKE SURE THAT ALL
HAPPENS. THE REST OF THE FAMILY ARE PYLONS?
the survival portion of the game is just boring and unoriginal.
They straight up borrow things right out of monty python but clearly didn't get any rights for it so changed them all just enough.
survivors can be healthy one day and then almost dying the next. I don't know why it takes two days to prepare to go outside to
scavenge. I don't know why when not eating or drinking for a day can be life or death that the scavenger doesn't need to bring
those supplies with them. (seriously, an entire day or two of prepping for leaving the bunker and before going the only choice
you have is "what one item would you like to bring?" yeah, i'll take 24-48 hours to find my axe in a one room bunker, thank you.
the filler story is uninteresting and bland. Also not making much sense.
These \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s will sit beside a radio for days or weeks and then one day think "hey,
we should turn the radio on! that might do us some good!" YEAH, y'all are going \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing crazy maybe
that might be kind of a good idea?
For being the entity that makes the choices in the game you have zero control over what choices you can actually make and its
frustrating. this plays out like you're watching\/reading a bad movie\/story and are constantly trying to make it better every
chance it gives you but the plot is just determined to suck.
Do. Not. Recommend.. This game is one of my favourites in recent memory, the lore of the world is plenty, the characters feel
real and you form an actual bond with them, actually getting attached to them, and the whimsical magic is something that feels
realistic and as if the consequences make sense (for most of them), those you are spying on learning things about you? makes
sense, things you create with the power of life eventually following a path that you didn't originally intend for them, seems like
it would happen irl if you had these powers, machines making the climate situation worse, global warming in a nutshell, negation
magic(described in-game as the power of death) making clouds of death? a bit of a stretch but it seems pretty reasonable, one
thing I dont understand though is why glamors give you rot, I guess it makes you more charismatic and likeable on the outside
and your insides gain the opposite affect.
I have completed the game multiple times, (4 to be exact) and I have only gotten 2 endings that could be really described as
good with each of my playthroughs taking 7-8 hours, although that may have just been me getting distracted by other things irl.
all in all I really loved this game and recommend it to most people who like games in which your choices matter, and\/or fantasy
games, the magical parts of the game are why I like this game more than choice of robots or choice of alexadria, I did 1 full
playthrough of robots and I got bored with alexandria within the first bit of dialogue, having barely reached land, I like this
better because the others feel too much like real life, what with the actual history part of alexandria, and the modern day part of
robots. it has better and more in-depth lore and generally a better feel than choice of robots, but I enjoyed this game so much
more that its actually made me want to write a review, something that I can never remember doing for any other game.
the replay value is pretty good too, what with all the different possibilities, its honestly a lot like a better version of a choose the
plot book, although after the fourth replay I found myself both feeling kinda bored but a lot like I really want to play more.
overall, 9\/10 and I hope to see more games just like this on steam in the future.. War simulator 2015
i got so depressed i felt like i needed some dewritos to cheer up
then hitler cam along and it was all good
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